Compliance and Integrity Case Management Process
GIZ’s Compliance and Integrity Unit

If via email/whistleblower portal:
GIZ’s Compliance and Integrity Unit (C&I Unit), as
custodian of the whistleblower system, sends
confirmation of receipt to the whistleblower within seven days.

Receipt of report:
via email, post, whistleblower portal,
telephone or in person

If the information is received during an in-person meeting or
conversation over the phone, this meeting or conversation is
considered confirmation of receipt.

Facts not plausible or not

Facts plausible, but not relevant to compliance

relevant to GIZ

C&I Unit concludes the procedure by
sending a response to the
whistleblower

C&I Unit checks plausibility and relevance
to GIZ and to compliance

C&I Unit forwards the query to the responsible
organisational unit or refers to it. The responsible unit
then assumes the lead role in processing the matter.

Facts of the case plausible and relevant to GIZ
and to compliance

In the event of (suspected) serious cases or risk of
reputational damage, a check is conducted on whether
the commissioning party/client has to be notified

Communication with whistleblower:
C&I Unit follows up with questions to clarify the facts
of the case and agrees with the whistleblower on the
investigative process to ensure the principle of
legitimate expectations and anonymity

As a general rule, the C&I Unit ensures end-to-end management.
After three months at the most, the
whistleblower is informed about the measures
taken

Daedline

The C&I Unit either conducts the investigative process itself or initiates an
in-house investigative process, stipulates the investigative approach to be
taken, provides information for further investigations and also coordinates
deadlines that must be met for updates and responses.

Conclusion of the case by the C&I Unit:
After the case has been investigated, the C&I Unit and the
responsible organisational units agree on any sanctions or
adjustments to be applied; the C&I Unit monitors application.

Documentation of the case

In especially serious cases: check necessity of
an ad hoc notification to BMZ or other clients

